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Abstract— Customer's surveys in online business 

frameworks are generally treated as the significant assets 

that mirror client's understanding, emotions, and readiness 

to buy things. This data may include shopper's perspectives 

on things that can communicate intrigue, conclusions, and 

assessments. numerous sorts of research have demonstrated 

that individuals are bound to confide in one another with a 

similar demeanor toward comparable things consider 

looking for and tolerating assessments and 

recommendations in web based business frameworks to 

some degree suggests a type of trust between buyers during 

shopping. Web based business framework surveys mining 

focused assessment likeness investigation approach is 

advanced to investigating client's comparability and their 

trust. The trust is partitioned into two classes, to be specific 

direct trust, and spread of trust, which speaks to a trust 

connection between two people. The immediate trust degree 

is acquired from assumption likeness and a substance 

supposition word pair digging technique for similitude 

include extraction. The proliferation of trust is determined 

by the transitivity highlight. Utilizing the proposed trust 

portrayal model, the Floyd's Warshall calculation is utilized 

to depict the snugness of trust and set forward an improved 

Floyd's Warshall calculation of make sense of the 

proliferation trust connection between clients. An enormous 

scope web based business site audits dataset is gathered to 

look at the precision of the calculations and attainability of 

the models. The test results demonstrate that the assumption 

comparability examination can be an effective technique to 

discover trust between clients in online business 

frameworks. 

Keywords: Floyd-Warshall Algorithm, E-Commerce, Data 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Data Mining Concept 

Data Mining is an analytic process designed to explore data 

(usually large amounts of data typically business or market 

related) in search of consistent patterns and/or systematic 

relationships between variables, and then to validate the 

findings by applying the detected patterns to new subsets of 

data. The ultimate goal of data mining is prediction and 

predictive data mining is the most common type of data 

mining and one that has the most direct business 

applications. Data Analysis and modeling and it shares with 

them both some components of its general approaches and 

specific techniques. The process of the data mining consists 

of three stages: (1) the initial exploration, (2) model building 

or pattern identification with validation/verification, and (3) 

deployment. 

1) Stage 1: Exploration: 

This stage usually starts with data preparation which may 

involve cleaning data, data transformations, selecting 

subsets of records and - in case of data sets with large 

numbers of variables ("fields") - performing some 

preliminary feature selection operations to bring the number 

of variables to a manageable range (depending on the 

statistical methods which are being considered). Then, 

depending on the nature of the analytic problem, this first 

stage of the process of data mining may involve anywhere 

between a simple choice of straightforward predictors for a 

regression model, to elaborate exploratory analyses using a 

wide variety of graphical and statistical methods (see 

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)) in order to identify the 

most relevant variables and determine the complexity and/or 

the general nature of models that can be taken into account 

in the next stage. 

2) Stage 2: Model building and validation:  

This stage involves considering various models and 

choosing the best one based on their predictive performance. 

This may sound like a simple operation, but in fact, it 

sometimes involves a very elaborate process.  

3) Stage 3: Deployment:  

That final stage involves using the model selected as best in 

the previous stage and applying it to new data in order to 

generate predictions or estimates of the expected outcome. 

The concept of Data Mining is becoming increasingly 

popular as a business information management tool where it 

is expected to reveal knowledge structures that can guide 

decisions in conditions of limited certainty.  

B. E-Commerce 

Smart phones, Laptops and internet have made online 

shopping very easy. As e-commerce is developing rapidly 

these years, online shopping has become more and more 

popular because of its variety, cheap price. More people 

intend to do online shopping these days. Many online shops 

have developed reviews system for users to post their 

reviews. Reviews from consumers, it plays an important role 

in E-commerce. These reviews can be very useful for 

people’s decision making in many different scenarios such 

as users preference mining and personalized 

recommendation. At present, more and more review mining 

based on applications being applied to make our decision 

process easier than before. Confronting to the massive data 

in the website, analyzing and concluding the information 

manually is very tedious. So how to extract useful 

information and build objective products quality test system 

automatically to deal with the massive textual information is 

emerging in the related research field. 

Opinion Mining is a technology based on text 

mining and natural language processing. It provides the 

approach to cope up with the problem, so generating 

summary of the products has been attracting many 

researchers during these years. Emotional orientation of 

each review is focused with Document-level sentiment 

analysis. It recognizes the opinion of the contents which 
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authors express, mainly discusses the sentence-level opinion 

mining and treats the statements of the product features for 

each viewpoint as analysis objects, then the authors opinion 

inclinations are determined. 

When people want to buy a product, book a hotel 

or restaurant, they usually not only ask for advice from their 

friends but also refer to reviews available online. To adapt to 

this change, many famous E-commerce companies, such as 

Amazon, eBay have built up well-function consumer review 

systems. 

In E-commerce scenario, customers have no chance 

to have a face-to-face interaction with a salesman or a direct 

physical experience with the store and the products they 

want to buy. On one hand, their experience is mediated 

through the web which is a two-dimensional graphical 

display. On the other hand, reviews from consumers who 

purchase an item have direct physical experiences with it, 

are seem to be more reliable than vendor’s promotions or 

advertising words. 

C. Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining or 

emotion AI) refers to the use of natural language processing, 

text analysis, computational linguistics, and biometrics to 

systematically identify, extract, quantify, and study affective 

states and subjective information. Sentiment analysis is 

widely applied to voice of the customer materials such as 

reviews and survey responses, online and social media, and 

healthcare materials for applications that range from 

marketing to customer service to clinical medicine. 

Sentiment analysis is contextual mining of text 

which identifies and extracts subjective information in 

source material, and helping a business to understand the 

social sentiment of their brand, product or service while 

monitoring online conversations. 

Multimodal sentiment analysis is a new dimension 

of the traditional text-based sentiment analysis, which goes 

beyond the analysis of texts, and includes. 

Other modalities such as audio and visual data. It 

can be bimodal, which includes different combinations of 

two modalities, or trimodal, which incorporates three 

modalities. With the extensive amount of social media data 

available online in different forms such as videos and 

images, the conventional text-based sentiment analysis has 

evolved into more complex models of virtual assistants of 

multimodal sentiment analysis, which can be applied in the 

development, analysis of you tube movie reviews, analysis 

of news videos, and emotion recognition (sometimes known 

as emotion detection) such as depression monitoring, among 

others. 

D. Mining Users Trust from E-Commerce Reviews 

Sentiment analysis is one of the current research topics in 

the field of text mining. Mining sentiment from natural 

language is a very difficult task. Sentiment analysis provides 

important information for decision making in various 

domains. Various sentiment detection techniques are 

available but that may not render most accurate results in all 

the perspective. In this paper, sentiment of users regarding 

the services provided by shopping websites are considered. 

Consumers reviews reflect user’s experience, feelings, and 

willingness to purchase items. All this information may 

involve consumer’s views on things that can express 

interest, sentiment and opinions. Many kinds of research 

have shown that people are more likely to trust each other 

with the same attitude toward similar things consider 

seeking, accepting sentiments and suggestions in E-

commerce systems that helps in developing trust between 

consumers during shopping. E-commerce system reviews 

mining oriented sentiment similarity analysis approach is 

put forward to exploring user’s similarity and their trust 

divide the trust into two categories, namely direct trust, and 

propagation of trust, which represents a trust relationship 

between two individuals. The direct trust degree is obtained 

from sentiment similarity present an entity-sentiment word 

pair mining method for similarity feature extraction. The 

propagation of trust is calculated according to the 

transitivity feature. 

E. On Correlations between Trust and Similarity 

Over the past few years, many works have focused on the 

relationship analysis between trust and similarity. The 

similarity analysis based on sentiment has become an 

important research approach to establish trust relationship. 

Many studies have shown that there is highly correlation 

between trust and similarity. They demonstrated that 

individuals with similarities also have a high degree of trust 

in certain areas. These similarities include interest, content, 

behaviour. 

Cai-Nicolas Ziegler and J. Golbeck investigated 

correlations between trust and interest similarity. They 

established a formal framework for investigating 

interactions between trust and similarity. They used a 

mathematical model to compute similarity and presented 

computation algorithms for profile and profile similarity. 

They used two experiments to analyse possible positive 

correlations between similarity and interpersonal trust. At 

meanwhile, through the analysis of the data from the 

FilmTrust Web site, the results show that when the 

similarity of users changes within a certain range, the trust 

between users changes accordingly. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

However, most of these above methods focus on exploring 

the overall trend of some sentiment or emotional tendencies 

to classify users by text sentiments. They do not take into 

account the similarity of sentiment between individuals and 

trust relationship between users. And at meanwhile, 

sentiments can spread in social networks, and this 

propagation feature also has an important impact on user 

relationships. So, if we want to get accurate text similarity 

and user trusts, we should start from real sentiment 

vocabulary [44], [45]. Bloom believe that in the reviews 

text, the sentiments words are always targeted at specific 

evaluation objects [46]. The extraction of sentiments words 

and their evaluation objects is the basis and important task 

in the research of sentiment mining. This is because the 

evaluation object sentiment word combinations contain 

more information than either of them alone. 
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Different from traditional trust modules and 

sentiment analysis, these are the following considerations in 

our study: 

1) For sentiment similarity computations, we use a deep 

and more granular division to the reviews text. 

However other traditional sentiment analysis studies 

were able to find the propensity of sentiments, but this 

tendency concern in the overall evaluation and trend of 

the review. These cannot reflect the perception of the 

specific attributes and characteristics of things in a 

reviews. We propose a fine-grained analysis method for 

the evaluation entity-sentiment word pairs by extracting 

the specific attribute words and feature in the reviews. 

2) For direct trust computation, that is, one to one trust in 

the work, we use the weighted average method to 

compute them, which is similar to other existing works. 

However, at the same time, we introduce an 

accompanying factor of sentiment, the rating which 

widely exists in E-commerce reviews, for weights 

evaluation. Which is, the direct trust calculation 

impacted by the facts whether the users have the same 

sentimental tendency or not for the same thing. 

3) For propagation trust computation, which is one to one 

trust though a third ones, we introduce graph based 

propagation algorithm. based on the proposed trust 

representation model, we use a shortest path to describe 

the tightness of trust and put forward an improved 

shortest path algorithm to figure out propagation trust 

relationship between users. The propagation trust is 

computed by integrating the direct trust based on 

shortest path algorithm. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The client's trust can't typical direct with the client's 

closeness. Step by step instructions to precisely portray this 

relationship will be the concentration in further research. 

Simultaneously, there are a few important investigations of 

estimation closeness and trust in E-business field later on: 

Not every client gives their audits on everything, so the 

client's surveys information are generally inadequate for a 

specific thing. Step by step instructions to investigate 

closeness of clients with very inadequate audits information, 

for example by structuring increasingly productive 

calculation to defeat the test. How much individuals trust 

others is diverse for various things. Under increasingly 

stringent prerequisites, it is additionally important to 

recognize the classes of trust focuses in subtleties. step by 

step instructions to incorporate other data, for instance, buy 

thing class, brand and different exercises, into client 

conclusion computation system and how to fuse transient 

components to catch clients' comparability change will be 

the focal point of future research. By utilizing Floyd 

Warshall calculation utilizing right now, is productive when 

contrast with most limited way calculation. 

The Floyd–Warshall calculation is a decent 

decision for registering ways between all sets of vertices in 

thick charts, wherein most or all sets of vertices are 

associated by edges. Three settled circles contain one 

activity that is executed in consistent time. Each circle has n 

Iterations. Consequently, the all out running time of the 

calculation is, for example the calculation runs in cubic 

time.  

Dijkstra finds the most limited way from just a 

single vertex, Floyd-Warshall discovers it between every 

one of them. Utilize the Floyd-Warshall calculation on the 

off chance that you need to locate the most limited way 

between all sets of vertexes, as it has a (far) higher running 

time than Dijkstra's calculation. Dijskstra's most limited way 

calculation for discovering all pair briefest ways by running 

it for each vertex. In any case, time multifaceted nature of 

this would be O (VE Log V) which can go (V3 Log V) in 

most pessimistic scenario. Another significant separating 

factor between the calculations is their progressing in the 

direction of disseminated frameworks, though Dijkstra's 

calculation doesn't work for negative edges.  

A. Floyd-Warshall Algorithm  

The Floyd-Warshall calculation is a most limited way 

calculation for diagrams. Like the Bellman-Ford calculation 

or the Dijkstra's calculation, it registers the most limited way 

in a chart. Be that as it may, Bellman-Ford and Dijkstra are 

both single-source, most brief way calculations. This implies 

they just register the most brief way from a solitary source. 

Floyd-Warshall, then again, registers the most limited 

separations between each pair of vertices in the information 

chart. 

Imagine that they have 5 friends: Billy, Jenna, 

Cassie, Alyssa, and Harry. 5 friends know a few roads that 

connect some of their houses and know the lengths of those 

roads. For example, look at the graph below, it shows paths 

from one friend to another with corresponding distances 

using Floyd Warshall algorithm. 

 
Fig. 3.1.1: Floyd-Warshall Algorithm 

Floyd-Warshall will tell the optimal distance 

between each pair of friends. It will clearly tell you that the 

quickest path from Alyssa's house to Harry's house is the 

connecting edge that has a weight of 1. But it will also tell 

you that the quickest way to get from Billy's house to 

Jenna's house is to first go through Cassie's, then Alyssa's, 

then Harry's house before ending at Jenna's. This is the 

power of Floyd-Warshall no matter what house you're 

currently in, it will tell the fastest way to get to every other 

house. The Floyd-Warshall algorithm is an example of 

dynamic programming. It breaks the problem down into 

smaller subproblems, then combines the answers to those 

subproblems to solve the big, initial problem. The idea is 

this: either the quickest path from A to C is the quickest path 

found so far from A to C, or it's the quickest path from A to 

B plus the quickest path from B to C. 

Floyd-Warshall is extremely useful in networking, 

similar to solutions to the shortest path problem. However, it 
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is more effective at managing multiple stops on the route 

because it can calculate the shortest paths between all 

relevant nodes. This function returns the shortest path from 

AA to CC using the vertices from 1 to kk in the graph. The 

vertices are individually numbered {1, 2, ..., k}1, 2...k, there 

is a base case and a recursive case. The base case is that the 

shortest path is simply the weight of the edge connecting 

AA and C:C Shortest Path (i, j,0) =weight(i,j).The recursive 

case will take advantage of the dynamic programming 

nature of this problem. There are two possible answers for 

this function. Either the shortest path between ii and jj is the 

shortest known path, or it is the shortest known path from ii 

to some vertex (let's call it zz) plus the shortest from zz to 

j:ShortestPath(i,j,k)=min(ShortestPath(i,j,k−1),ShortestPath(

i,k,k−1)+ShortestPa th(k,j,k−1)).If kk is not an intermediate 

vertex, then the shortest path from ii to jj using the vertices 

in {1, 2, ..., k-1\}{1,2,...,k−1} is also the shortest path using 

the vertices in \{1, 2, ..., k}.{1,2,...,k}.  

If kk is an intermediate vertex, then the path can be 

broken down into two paths, each of which uses the vertices 

in {1, 2, ..., k-1}{1,2,...,k−1} to make a path that uses all 

vertices in {1, 2, ..., k}.{1,2,...,k}. That is because the vertex 

kk is the middle point. 

 
Fig. 3.1.2: Dynamic Programming Decomposition 

B. Time Complexity of Floyd Warshall  

The Floyd-Warshall all-sets most brief way runs in O(n3) 

time, which is asymptotically no better than n calls to 

Dijkstra's calculation. In any case, the circles are so tight 

and the program so short that it runs better by and by. The 

Floyd-Warshall calculation essentially chips away at a v * v 

contiguousness lattice. It thinks about each vertex and 

chooses what might be the shorter course if would you be 

able to go by means of that vertex. This is a consistent time 

correlation and an addition activity (into a 2D cluster) 

completed for all v^2 components of the framework.  

This should be performed for each vertex. Consequently, the 

opportunity intricacy comes out to be O(v^3) however with 

a little steady worth, making it incredibly reasonable during 

usage. 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 

A. E-Commerce Role of Mobile Phones in Online Shopping 

Online shopping is a form of electronic commerce which 

allows consumers to directly buy goods or services from a 

seller over the Internet using a web browser. Consumers 

find a product of interest by visiting the website of the 

retailer directly or by searching among alternative vendors 

using a shopping search engine, which displays the same 

product's availability and pricing at different e-retailers. As 

of 2016, customers can shop online using a range of 

different computers and devices, including desktop 

computers, laptops, tablet computers and smartphones. 

An online shop evokes the physical analogy of 

buying products or services at a regular "bricks-and-mortar" 

retailer or shopping center; the process is called business-to-

consumer online shopping. When an online store is set up to 

enable businesses to buy from another businesses, the 

process is called business-to-business online shopping. A 

typical online store enables the customer to browse the 

firm's range of products and services, view photos or images 

of the products, along with information about the product 

specifications, features and prices. The largest of these 

online retailing corporations are Alibaba, Amazon.com, and 

eBay. 

B. Consumer Review  

Statistics show that the majority of all online shoppers use 

reviews to determine what products to buy and which 

services to purchase. In 2017, customers read an average of 

seven reviews before trusting a business; an increase from 

six in the previous year. According to Fan & Fuel (2016), 

94% of online customers read reviews before making any 

purchasing decisions. For product-specific information, 

Spiegel Research Centre shows that 95% of shoppers read 

reviews before making a purchase. Bright Local studies 

indicate that 97% of consumers use reviews to search for 

local services. Specifically, 60% of consumers read reviews 

for restaurants and cafes, 40% for B&B’s, and 33% for 

medical services. Small Business Trends (2017) shows 83% 

of job seekers use reviews to support their decisions on 

which companies to apply to. And 84% of patients use 

online reviews to evaluate physicians before checking in. 

C. User Trust Relationship Calculation Framework 

The users are usually the consumers who have involved in 

E-commerce activities. They may have purchased some 

items or services and posted reviews on these objects, as 

shown in figure 2. Typically, a user can post multiple 

reviews on multiple items. Therefore, these reviews for 

specific items can be expressed in several texts. These 

reviews can usually be obtained by collecting network 

information. To find the trust, including direct and 

propagation, based on sentiment similarity of reviews by 

users in E-commerce systems, propose a generally four-step 

computing framework. 

Firstly, the entity-sentiment word pairs are 

extracted from reviews. The step is a key process to further 

deal with the sentiment similarity analysis and direct trust 

computing. The extraction of entity-sentiment word pairs in 

part 1 is mainly to analyze the vocabulary of the text, extract 

the entity words and sentiment words which describing the 

object. A mutual information formula is used to calculate 

the relationship between each entity word and the sentiment 

word. And find those words pairs with close relationship. 

Perform sentiment similarity calculations for two user-

related reviews based on entity-sentiment word pairs. 
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Calculation of sentiment similarity is to compute 

the similarity degree of different reviews texts. This step is 

to use the obtained entity-sentiment word pairs for 

comparative analysis. Thirdly, a new formula to calculate 

direct trust between two users with a common review object. 

Calculation of direct trust in is to compute direct trust whom 

have reviews on same item or object. The calculation 

method mainly includes two aspects, one is sentiment 

similarity, and the other is the user’s rating of the object. 

D. Floyd Warshall Efficient 

Dijkstra finds the shortest path from only one vertex, Floyd-

Warshall finds it between all of them. Use the Floyd-

Warshall algorithm if you want to find the shortest path 

between all pairs of vertexes, as it has a (far) higher running 

time than Dijkstra's algorithm. Dijskstra’s shortest path 

algorithm for finding all pair shortest paths by running it for 

every vertex. But time complexity of this would be O (VE 

Log V) which can go (V3 Log V) in worst case. Another 

important differentiating factor between the algorithms is 

their working towards distributed systems, whereas 

Dijkstra’s algorithm doesn’t work for negative edges. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Sentiment similarity of reviews can be calculated and direct 

trust relationships can be obtained through sentiment 

similarity analysis, which contains of sentiments and ratings 

aspect. These two aspects can be used jointly to analyse the 

sentiment direct trust relationship. They establish a weighed 

trust graph model for propagation trust computing. 

Propagation trust is the use of the propagation 

characteristics of trust. It is an indirect trust between two 

users without direct trust and is obtained through 

intermediate users who have direct trust between these two 

users. The propagation trust calculation approach is based 

on the improved Floyd’s Warshall algorithm, and the time 

complexity is O(V3), where Vis the number of nodes in the 

graph. Ways to improve the computational complexity of 

the algorithm is a new problem that needs further study 

because the relatively large number of users in modern e-

commerce system. It can be said with certainty that the 

user’s trust relationship can be obtained through the 

similarity of them. But the user’s trust is not simple normal 

linear with the user’s similarity. How to accurately describe 

this relationship will be the focus in further research. At the 

same time, there are several valuable studies of sentiment 

similarity and trust in E-commerce field in the future. The 

degree to which people trust others is different for different 

things. Under more stringent requirements, it is also 

necessary to distinguish the categories of trust targets in 

details. how to include other information, for example, 

purchase item category, brand and other activities, into user 

sentiment calculation framework and how to incorporate 

temporal factors to capture users’ similarity change will be 

the focus of future research 
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